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(CAA) generalizing [36, 35℄ is introdu ed and al-

Introdu tion

gorithms for omputing CAAs are given. Finally,
it is shown that CAAs enjoy ni e omplexity properties: (1) While the number of answer tuples may
be exponential in the size of the query, the size of
the CAA is at most linear in the size of the query
and quadrati in the size of the database; (2) the
omplexity of omputing the CAA of a query depends on the query's stru tural omplexity (i.e.
whether it is a sequen e, tree, graph, et .) but
is independent of the stru tural omplexity of the
database. For tree queries, eÆ ient polynomial
algorithms are given. Besides, CAAs seem to be
parti ularly appropriate for answer sear hing and

Semistru tured data [1, 10, 46, 20, 33, 42, 2℄ are
used to model data transfered on the Web for
appli ations su h as e- ommer e [25℄, astronomy
[6℄, biomole ular biology [13℄, do ument management [7, 28℄, linguisti s [43℄, thesauri and ontologies [24℄. They are formalized as trees or
more generally as graphs [33, 44, 2℄. Query languages for semistru tured data have been proposed [32, 17, 48℄ that, like SQL, an be seen
as involving a number of variables [47, 3℄, but,
in ontrast to SQL, give rise to arrange the variables in trees or graphs re e ting the stru ture of
the semistru tured data to be retrieved. Leaving
aside the \ onstru t" parts of queries, answers an
be formalized as mappings represented as tuples,
hen e alled answer tuples, that assign database
nodes to query variables. These answer tuples
underly the semistru tured data delivered as answers.
A simple enumeration of answer tuples following the old relational approa h is problemati for
several reasons. First, the number of answer tuples for a query may grow exponentially in the
size of both, the query and the database. Se ond,
even if the number of answer tuples is manageable,
the frequent sharing of ommon data between distin t answer tuples is no more apparent in their
enumeration.
In this arti le, it is rst argued that, in the ontext of semistru tured data, enumerating answer
tuples is often not appropriate and that aggregated
answers are preferable. Then, a notion of aggregated answers alled Complete Answer Aggregate

answer browsing.

This arti le is organized as follows. The need
for aggregated answers and the basi s of CAAs are
illustrated with a motivating example in Se tion
2. Se tion 3 introdu es a few preliminary notions.
Se tion 4 gives the formal de nition of CAAs. In
Se tion 5, a hierar hy of queries of in reasing omplexity is de ned. In Se tion 6 algorithms for omputing the CAAs of queries of various stru tural
kinds are des ribed and their omplexity is analyzed using the query hierar hy. Query answering
using CAAs is dis ussed in Se tion 8. Se tion 9
dis usses related work. Se tion 10 is a on lusion.
The proofs are given in Appendix.
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Motivating Example

Consider a database on resear h proje ts o ering
information on proje t managers, members and
publi ations. Assume that the database is orga1

nized as a graph with labeled edges and nodes
a ording to a model for semistru tured data
[5, 14, 26, 2℄. Proje ts x and their managers z
su h that the string \XML" o urs in a title element t (at any depth) of some arti les y of proje ts
x are retrieved by the following query Q:

More generally, if the string \XML" o urs in k
titles of arti le &3, then Q admits 2k answer tuples all referring to &3. Furthermore, if an arti le
is shared by n proje ts, then Q has n  k answer
tuples. In ase of more omplex queries and/or
of database items with more omplex inter onne tions, as often arise in Web and e- ommer e
servers, an enumeration of answer tuples a la Prolog or a la SQL results in a ombinatorial explosion. If e.g. the fun tional dependen y Proje t
! Manager does not hold and if ea h of the two
proje ts has m managers, then Q admits 2  k  m
answer tuples. In general, su h a produ t giving
the number of answers of a query like Q an have
any number of fa tors, i.e. the number of answers
is exponential.
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Arguably, for many appli ations su h an enumeration of answer tuples is not appropriate. Instead, a data stru ture stressing the ommon
subelements shared between (parts of) answer tuples as well as their graph relationships would often be more onvenient. Let us all aggregated
answer su h a hypotheti al data stru ture. Aggregated answers an help to re ognize \bottlene ks" in the \answer spa e". Furthermore, aggregated answers make advan ed query answering
forms possible, f. Se tion 7.

The restru turing fa ilities of full- edge query languages for semistru tured data [32, 17, 48℄ are
not onsidered in this paper. Thus, only the \sele t" parts of queries are mentioned, possible \ onstru t" parts are left impli it.
Assume that some of the arti les retrieved by
the query Q are ommon to several proje ts, as
e.g. with the following database D:
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Project
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•
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Manager

In this paper, Complete Answer Aggregates
ha
...
...
notion of aggregated answer and CAAs are shown
Article
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to be eÆ iently omputable. A CAA re e ts
•
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graph stru ture of the query it is omputed
Title
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from. The CAA omputed for Q over an exam•
•
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•
ple database (larger than D) has a \slot", rep"XQL"
Title
resented
in the gure below by a re tangle, for
•
"XML basics"
ea h variable x, y, z , and t. A slot for variable
v ontains possible binding elements for v: E.g.
Evaluated against the database D, the query Q the slot for x ontains proje t identi ers and the
returns the following answer tuples:
slot for z ontains manager identi ers. The edges
in are CAA links. They represent (sequen es of)
x y
z
t
database edges. Note that a presentation of a
CAA su h as in the following gure is not intended
&1 &3 \Mary" \XML basi s"
for end users.
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Admittedly, it is possible to generate in some
ases simple kinds of aggregated answers with
usual query languages like [9, 15℄, but this requires nested queries that might be omplex [2℄
( f. Se . 4.1). In ontrast, with CAAs, no omplex queries are needed and aggregated answers
are obtained in all ases.
CAAs are nothing else than semistru tured
data items of a ertain kind. Thus queries an
be posed to CAAs. Provided that the implementation of the query language is \CAA aware", su h
a querying an be performed without requiring
from the user or appli ation issuing the query to
be aware of the internal stru ture of the CAAs
onstru ted during query evaluation. Thus, CAAs
are a onvenient basis for an iterative, or as ade
style query-answering: The evaluation of a query
yields a CAA whi h an be stored and in turn
queried using the same query language. Su h a
as ade style query-answering is often sought for
in e- ommer e appli ations [25℄. Cf. Se tion 7 for
more details.
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to ea h node label a set of nodes,
 E : E ! LE is a (total) fun tion assigning labels to edges.
D is a sequen e (resp. tree, DAG, graph) database
if the stru ture imposed by E upon N de nes a ( nite) set of sequen es (resp. trees, DAGs, graphs).
For
simpli ity, we do not onsider multigraphs
manager
edges between nodes. Note that se•m
• m multiple
zwith
quen e, tree, and DAG databases are a y li and
that nodes in sequen e (resp. tree) databases have
at most one parent and one hild (resp. one parent). Node labels are aimed at modeling attributes
and attribute values. Multiple node labeling is allowed, so as to model textual ontent: A label w
of node n might express that a string w o urs in
the textual ontent of n. In the sequel, regular
expressions over the alphabet LE of edge labels
will be onsidered.
De nition 3.2 Let D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; N ; E )
be a database and a regular expression over LE .
A node d 2 N is an -an estor of e 2 N , if there
exists a path from d to e su h that the sequen e of
labels along the path belongs to the regular language L( ) indu ed by .
De nition 3.3 Let X be an enumerable set of
variables and D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; N ; E ) a
database. An atomi path onstraint is an expression of the form
 A(x) alled a labeling onstraint,
 x !1 y alled a hild onstraint,
 x !f y alled a f - hild onstraint,
 x !+ y alled a des endant onstraint,
 x ! y alled an -des endant onstraint,
where x; y 2 X , A 2 LN , f 2 LE , and is a regular expression over LE . Atomi path onstraints
of the latter four types are alled edge onstraints.
In the sequel, we only onsider regular expressions
where the empty word  does not belong to L( ).
Edge onstraints of the form x !1 y, x !f y,
and x !+ y an be seen as spe ial ases of des endant onstraints. Without loss of generality, the (non-atomi ) path onstraints onsidered
in this paper are onjun tions of atomi path onstraints ontaining at most one atomi edge onstraint x !? y for ea h (ordered) pair (x; y) of

Preliminary Notions

De nition 3.1 A database is a tuple D =
(N; E; LN ; LE ; N ; E ) where
 N is a ( nite) set of nodes,
 E  N  N is a set of dire ted edges,
 LN is a ( nite) set of node labels,
 LE is a ( nite) set of edge labels or features,
 N : LN ! 2N is a (total) fun tion that assigns
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query variables. Depending on their nature, edge De nition 4.1 An answer aggregate for the evalonstraints might impose sequen e, tree, DAG, or uation problem (Q; XQ ; D) is a pair (
; ) su h
graph stru tures on the variables.
that

: XQ ! 2N assigns to ea h variable of Q a
De nition 3.4 A sequen e (resp. tree, DAG, set of nodes of D su h that ea h d 2
(x) has
graph) query is a onjun tion of atomi path on- label A if the labeling onstraint A(x) of Q,
straints the atomi edge onstraints of whi h im-   maps ea h edge onstraint x !1 y (resp.
pose a sequen e (resp. tree, DAG, graph) stru ture x !f y, x !+ y, x ! y) of Q to a set
on its variables. If D is a database and Q a query (x; y) 
(x) 
(y) su h that for all
with set of variables XQ , then (Q; XQ ; D) is an (d; e) 2 (x; y) e is a hild (resp. f - hild, des enevaluation problem.
dant, -des endant) of d. A node d 2
(x)
is alled a target andidate for x. A pair (d; e) 2
Note that queries of either type an be represented (x; y) is alled a link between d and e.
as graphs.
Dom

Dom

Dom

Dom

Dom

Dom

De nition 3.5 Let D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; N ; E )
be a database and Q a query. An answer to Q in
D is a mapping  that assigns a node in D to ea h
variable in Q in su h a way that
 (x) 2 N (A) whenever Q ontains the labeling
onstraint A(x),
 ((x); (y)) 2 E whenever Q ontains the hild
onstraint x !1 y,
 ((x); (y)) 2 E and E ((x); (y)) = f whenever Q ontains the f - hild onstraint x !f y,
 (x) is an -an estor of (y) whenever Q ontains the -des endant onstraint x ! y.
If (Q; XQ ; D) is an evaluation problem and  an
answer to Q in D, then  is alled a solution of
(Q; XQ ; D).

De nition 4.2 An instantiation of an answer aggregate (Dom; ) is a mapping  that maps ea h
x 2 XQ to a node (x) 2 Dom(x) su h that
((x); (y)) 2 (x; y) whenever Q ontains an
edge onstraint x !1 y, x !f y, x !+ y, or
x ! y. Ea h node of the form (x), as well as
every link of the form ((x); (y)) (for x; y 2 XQ )
is said to ontribute to instantiation .

Note that ea h instantiation of an answer aggregate for (Q; XQ ; D) de nes an answer to Q in D.

Note that a ording to De nition 3.5, y li , i.e.
proper graph queries have no answers in a y li ,
i.e. sequen e, tree, or DAG databases.
In the following queries are onsidered some
variable of whi h are existentially quanti ed.
These variables denote as usual query variables
the values of whi h do not have to be returned
with the answers. Extending the previous de nition to su h queries is straightforward. For spa e
reasons, this extension is omitted here.
4

De nition 4.3 (Dom; ) is a omplete answer
aggregate (CAA) for (Q; XQ ; D) if every answer
to Q in D is an instantiation of (Dom; ) and if
every target andidate and every link of (Dom; )

ontributes to at least one instantiation.

Example 4.4 Assume that Q = x1 !+ x2 ^
x2 !+ x3 ^    ^ xq 1 !+ xq and assume that
D onsists of n > q nodes d1 ; : : : ; dn sequentially
ordered (i.e. (di ; di+1 ) 2 E for all 1  i  n 1).
Q has ( nq ) answers in D. For q = 4 and n = 8 the

Complete Answer Aggregates

CAA representing the 70 answers (ea h mapping
Let D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; N ; E ) be a database the four query variables to database nodes) has the
and Q a query with set of variables XQ .
form depi ted below. For one possible instantiation, ontributing nodes and links are highlighted.
4
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Let i be the maximal in oming degree of nodes in
the database D (i.e. i = 1 for sequen e and tree
databases).
Lemma 4.8
 If Q is a rigid query, then the CAA for
(Q; XQ ; D) has size O(q  n  i).
 If Q is a ompletely labeled tree query and if
D is a non-re ursive database, then the CAA for
(Q; XQ ; D) has size O(q  n).

•d8

CAAs as Semistru tured data: A ording to

De nition 4.1, the links of the CAA for an eval-

Lemma 4.5 There exists a unique CAA for ea h uation problem (Q; XQ ; D) are not labeled. If
evaluation problem.
x !f y is an f - hild onstraint in Q, then the label
f an obviously be atta hed to ea h link in (x; y).
If x !1 y is a hild onstraint in Q, then ea h link
Size of CAAs
of (x; y) learly represents a labeled edge of D,
Let (Q; XQ ; D) be an evaluation problem. In the i.e. an be labeled like this database edge. Thus,
following, q will denote the number of variables if all edge onstraints of the query are hild- or
plus labeling onstraints of Q, n the number of f - hild onstraints, the CAA trivially extends to
nodes of D, and a the maximal number of an es- a semistru tured data item. If the query Q ontors of a database node plus the number of links tains des endant onstraints of the form x !+ y
between these nodes. Note that, if D is a sequen e or x ! y and if D is a sequen e or tree database,
or a tree database, then a is bounded by O(h) then for ea h (d; e) 2 (x; y) there exists in D a
where h is the height of D.
unique path  from d to e. The orresponding seAs a measure for the size of a CAA (Dom; ) quen e of labels an be atta hed to the link (d; e)
for (Q; XQ ; D) it makes sense to retain the to- of the CAA yielding a semistru tured data item

tal number of target andidates and links in
(
; ), i.e. x2XQ j
(x)j + x;y2XQ j(x; y)j
(where (x; y) := ; if x and y are not related by
an edge onstraint in Q). Although the number
of answers to a query Q may be exponential, the
size of a CAA is at most linear in the size of the
query and quadrati in the size of the database:
Dom

in this ase, too. If D is a proper graph database,
a link (d; e) 2 (x; y) in general stands for a regular expression. Although this is less immediate
than in the previous ases of sequen e and tree
databases, this expression an serve as a label of a
CAA link. For spa e reasons, details are left out.

Dom

Theorem 4.6 The size of the CAA for an evalu- CAAs for extended query formalisms:
Many query languages for XML data and
ation problem (Q; XQ ; D) is O(q  n  a).

semistru tured data [4, 16, 11℄ allow for arbitrary
In some situations a better bound an be obtained. value omparisons (joins), i.e. database leaves are
assumed to arry values, and queries may onDe nition 4.7 A query Q is rigid if Q does not tain value omparisons. A CAA does not suÆ e
have any edge onstraint of the form x !+ y or to ompletely represent exa tly the answers to a
x ! y. A database D is non-re ursive if in no query with value omparisons. Nonetheless, the
paths in D a given label o urs at two distin t CAA for the join-free part of the query an be
nodes. A query Q is ompletely labeled if for every built up representing a oarsening of the set of anvariable x in Q, Q has a labeling onstraint A(x). swers. Note that su h a generalization of a query
5

onstraints. An evaluation problem (Q; XQ ; D) is
simple if Q is simple.

might speed up its evaluation and be appropriate for some appli ations su h as e- ommer e [25℄.
Extensions to CAA as de ned here an be thought
of for a faithful representation of the answers of a
query with value omparisons.
Example 4.9 Consider a database onsisting of
a root node with 5 hildren su h that 2 hildren
arry the value 1, 2 the value 2, and 1 the value
3. The query x !1 y1 ^ x !1 y2 ^ value(y1) =
value(y2 ) has 5 answers while the CAA for x !1
y1 ^ x !1 y2 has 5 target andidates for ea h of
y1 and y2 representing 25 answers.
These ompli ations are not a idental. With
semistru tured data like with relational data, a
high pri e has to be paid for value omparisons,
as Theorem 5.3 ( f. next se tion) shows.

A ording to De nitions 3.4 and 3.3, a query is
simple if it does not involve regular expressions.
For simple queries, the algorithms des ribed
in the next se tion have optimal omplexity. Even
non-simple T-G evaluation problems an be solved
in polynomial time. However, in presen e of value
omparisons, e.g. joins, even T-T evaluation problems be ome NP- omplete:
Theorem 5.3 Solvability of simple T-T evaluation problems with value omparison is NPomplete with respe t to ombined omplexity.
6

Computation of CAAs

In this Se tion an algorithm for omputing the
CAA of a simple sequen e query is rst given.
Then, its adaptation to simple tree queries is outEvaluation problems an be lassi ed a ording to lined. For spa e reasons, further adaptations, e.g.
the stru ture of both, queries and databases.
to tree queries involving regular path expressions,
are not explained in this paper. A polynomial alDe nition 5.1 Let EP = (Q; XQ ; D) be an eval- gorithm for this ase is given in Appendix.
uation problem. EP is of type S-S (Sequen eSequen e) if Q is a sequen e query and D a sequen e database. Evaluation problem of types S- Simple sequen e queries
T, S-D, S-G, T-S, T-T, T-D, T-G, D-S, D-T, D-D, The algorithm of Fig. 2 takes a simple sequen e
D-G, and G-G are similarly de ned: The rst let- query Q and a database D as arguments and omter (S: sequen e, T: tree, D: DAG, and G: graph) putes the CAA (
Q ; Q ) for the evaluation
denotes the type of the query, the se ond, that of problem indu ed by Q and D. Starting from an
the database.
empty array (line 3) and an empty set of edges
(line 4) the algorithm adds target andidates to
The thirteen lasses of evaluation problems of Def- the domains (slots) of the query variables (line
inition 5.1 form a hierar hy of in reasing stru - 15) and adds appropriate links to the set of edges
tural omplexity. This hierar hy does not in lude (lines 31, 38). A pair (x; d) is said to be \added"
the types G-S, G-T, G-D, be ause they would or- to express that target andidate d is added to the
respond to evaluation problems with y li (i.e. domain (slot) of x. Possibly, pairs (x; d) are added
type G) queries: A ording to De nition 3.5, eval- that are \illegal" in the sense that d 62
Q (x).
uation problems with y li queries have no solutions in a y li (i.e. type S, T, and D) databases. 1 pro edure Aggregate omp agg(Q,db)
Note that all the evaluation problems of the types 2 begin
DomainSet;
spe i ed in De nition 5.1 are non-trivial in the 34 Dom:=empty
:=empty EdgeSet;
sense that they might have solutions.
5
q l:=leaf of Q;
6
for all nodes d in db do
De nition 5.2 A query is alled simple if all its 7
map(Dom,,q l,d);
edge onstraints are hild, f - hild, or des endant 8 Agg:=Aggregate(Dom,);

5

A Query Hierar hy

Dom

Dom
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boolean value indi ating whether the pair (xp ; dp )
is legal. First, the pair is added (line 15). Assume
the pair (xi ; di ) has been added. If i = 1, then the
pair is legal (line 19). Otherwise (xi ; di ) is legal
if and only if there exists a legal pair (xi 1 ; di 1 )
su h that (di 1 ; di ) satis es the edge onstraint
xi 1 !? xi in Q. Hen e, for ea h \appropriate"
an estor di 1 , whi h depends on the kind of the
edge onstraint, it is he ked whether (xi 1 ; di 1 )
is a legal pair (lines 27, 34). Two ases are distinguished:
1. If (xi 1 ; di 1 ) has not been previously added,
then the legality of (xi 1 ; di 1 ) is he ked by a reursive all of the fun tion map.
2. Otherwise (xi 1 ; di 1 ) is illegal if it is marked
red. In both ases, if (xi 1 ; di 1 ) is legal then
a link between (xi 1 ; di 1 ) and (xi ; di ) is added
(lines 30, 37). After inspe tion of all appropriate
an estors of di , the pair (xi ; di ) is marked red if no
legal pair (xi 1 ; di 1 ) is found (line 40). Similarly
(xi 1 ; di 1 ) is marked red if di does not satisfy all
labeling onstraints of xi (line 46).

lean(Agg);
return Agg;
end;
pro edure boolean map(Dom,,x,dx)
begin
add dx to Dom(x);
if dx satisfies the labeling
onstraints of x then
begin
if x=root then return true
else
begin
y:=parent(x);
An :=appr an estors(dx,x,y);
map found:=false;
for all dy i 2 An do
= Dom(y) then
if dy i 2
if map(Dom,,y,dy i) then
begin
map found:=true;
add (y,x,dy i,dx) to ;
end
else
begin
if not is red(Dom,y,dy i) then
begin
map found:=true;
add (y,x,dy i,dx) to ;
end;
end;
if map found=false then
olor red(Dom,x,dx);
return map found;
end;
else /*labeling onstraints not satisfied*/
begin
olor red(Dom,x,dx);
return false;
end;
end;

Complexity: Clearly, for ea h pair (x; d), map
is alled at most on e. Hen e, the total number
of alls to this fun tion is bounded by the maximal number of pairs q  n. Under the assumption that ea h database node has links pointing
to parent nodes, omputing the set of appropriate an estors of a target andidate xi takes time
O(a). Whether a node xi satis es a given labeling onstraint A(xi ) an be he ked in onstant
time. Sin e ea h labeling onstraint refers to a
Figure 2
unique query variable, the total time needed for
Illegal pairs are dete te d and marked \red" (lines all tests related to labeling onstraints is O(q  n).
40, 46). Only \legal" links, i.e., links in Q , are Cleaning takes time O(q n). Therefore, the overall
introdu ed. As a last step, for ea h red pair (x; d) omplexity is O(q  n  a).
node d is deleted from the slot of x. After this slot
\ leaning" (line 9), the omplete answer aggregate
(
Q ; Q ) is obtained.
Simple tree queries
Let x1 ; : : : ; xp be the ordered sequen e of query
variables su h that xi !? xi+1 (1  i < p) o urs Call adapter point the bottom-most ommon
in the simple sequen e query. The algorithm starts query node of two query paths in the tree query.
with the (unique) query leaf xp (line 5). The out- The query paths are pro essed onse utively. For
ermost loop (line 6) alls for ea h database node dp ea h query path, the algorithm of Fig. 2 is modthe re ursive fun tion map. This fun tion returns a i ed as follows: When rea hing an adapter point
Dom
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that has already been visited during proessing of another path, no new target andidates for slot xi 1 is introdu ed. Furthermore,
only the already olle ted non-red target andidates (xi 1 ; di 1 ) are used for links between target andidates in xi 1 and xi . If, after a query
path has been fully pro essed, a target andidate
(xi 1 ; di 1 ) for an adapter point xi 1 has no links
to a target andidate in xi , then it is marked red.
With simple tree queries, leaning is more
ompli ated. Call downwards isolated target andidates (xi 1 ; di 1 ) su h that for some hild xi of
xi 1 there are no links from (xi 1 ; di 1 ) to a target andidate within the slot xi . After entering all
target andidates, downwards isolated target andidates are dete ted. Sin e they are illegal, they
are marked red. Removal of red nodes may result
in new downwards isolated target andidates. The
removal of red target andidates is based upon a
variant of (the se ond part of) the well-known
AC-4 ar - onsisten y algorithm [39℄.
xi

Simple DAG and graph queries

1

Four evaluation problems of the hierar hy turn out
to be NP- omplete with respe t to ombined omplexity.
De ne the weight of a node (resp. variable) of
a database (resp. query) as 1 plus the number of
labels atta hed to the node (resp. variable). Dene the size of a database (resp. query) as the sum
of the weights of its nodes (resp. variables) and its
the number of edges. De ne the size of an evaluation problem (Q; XQ ; D) as the sum of the size of
Q and the size of D. It is shown in Appendix that
so- alled 1-in-3 problems over positive literals [19℄
an be en oded as D-T evaluation problems, or as
T-T evaluation problems with value omparisons,
using a polynomial translation. The following theorem is a simple onsequen e.
Theorem 6.1 Whether a simple D-T (resp. D-D,
D-G, G-G) evaluation problem (Q; XQ ; D) has a
solution is NP- omplete with respe t to the size of
(Q; XQ ; D).

Complexity: Sin e the re ursive alls do not ll

Table 1 summarizes the omplexity results for
the omputation of CAAs (resp. for de iding solvability, marked with *) given in this se tion. The
ase D-S in the upper table is established in Appendix. The parameter e denotes the number of
edges in the query.
Due to the results on the size of CAAs ( f.
Se tion 4), the bounds given at lines S and T of
the upper table are optimal.
In pra ti e the worst ase time omplexity for
omputing a CAA an be exponential with D-T,
D-D, D-G and G-G evaluation problems. This
ould be fa ed by a polynomial-time omputation
of an \upper approximation" to the CAA, i.e. an
answer aggregate yielding not only all answers,
but also possibly ontaining target andidates or
links not ontributing to any answer. Su h an upper approximation to a CAA an be obtained by
rst sele ting a spanning tree T of the onsidered
query, then ompute the CAA for the subquery
indu ed by this spanning tree. Links representing
possible interpretations of the query edges that
have been omitted from Q might then be added.
Ar onsisten y te hniques [39℄ an be used to

slots of adapter points twi e, in this ase as well
no target andidates are pro essed twi e in the
rst part of the algorithm. This gives a time omplexity of O(q  n  a) for this part. For leaning
an adaption of arguments from [39℄ yields time
omplexity O(q  n  a). Spa e omplexity is still
O(q  n  a).
Adding regular path expressions

A simple modi ation suÆ es to adapt the algorithms for sequen e and tree queries des ribed
above an also be applied to queries involving regular path expressions. At line 23, if the query ontains an -des endant onstraint y ! x, then the
set of appropriate an estors of the urrent node dx
is now the set of all -an estors of the database
node dx.
The omputation of the sets of -an estors
needs some extra time. Using standard te hniques
from automata and graph theory, it is shown in
Appendix that the resulting time omplexity is
O(q2  n  a).
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Queries
without
reg. path
expressions
Queries with
reg. path expr.

S

T

Database

D

G

S
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
T
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
O(q  n  a)
D O(q  e  n3  a) (*) NP- ompl. (*) NP- ompl. (*) NP- ompl.
G
(*) NP- ompl.
S O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)
T O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)
O(q2  n  a)

Table 1: Complexity for omputing the CAA resp. (*) for de iding solvability
erase nodes and edges that do not ontribute to
The set of answers for the above-mentioned
any instantiation.
query Q an be sear hed for:
 managers leading the highest number of proje t,
 for managers leading at least 2 proje ts,
7 Advan ed Query Answering  for proje ts with at least 10 XML arti les.
To answer su h queries, aggregate values have to
Using CAAs
be omputed from the CAA of query Q. Note that
On e the CAA for an evaluation problem has been su h semanti ally related aggregate values are ofomputed, it an be exploited for advan ed query ten omputed in the same query. Many database
answering te hniques we all answer sear hing and appli ations like mole ular biology sequen e analfor answer browsing. These notions are explained ysis and e- ommer e require to perform su h adreferring to the example of Se tion 2: A query Q van ed omparisons from large answer sets omto a resear h proje t database D retrieves proje ts puted from some \base query" [25℄.
In many ases, the querying of the CAA of a
x and the managers z of these proje ts su h that
base
query an be arried out automati ally. In
the string \XML" o urs in a title element u (at
some ases however, su h an automati \sear h"
any depth) of some arti le y of a proje t x.
is not suÆ ient or not possible, an intera tive
\browsing of the answer spa e" is desirable.
Answer Sear hing: In essen e, the CAA of a
query is a data stru ture making expli it the interdependen ies between the answers to a query. Answer Browsing: A visualization of a CAA
Comparing queries and investigating the interrela- for a query an be onvenient a basis for browsing
tionships between the various answers to a query the answers to that query. One an easily identify
is needed in many appli ations. CAAs an be used nodes of the CAA of query Q, like proje t 5, that
for s anning, omparing, ltering, ordering in the deserve spe ial attention by looking at the number
style of sear h engines as well as for analyzing in of departing arti le links:
any other manner the answers to a query. Parti ularly promising are sear h primitives for dete ting ommonalities and di eren es between answers, omputation of aggregate values like averages, maxima and minima. Note that the nodes of More elaborate visualization fa ilities would make
database items stored in a CAA potentially give it possible to dire tly browse between e.g. proje ts,
a ess to the subelements rooted at these nodes, arti les, titles by following the links of the CAA.
If the CAA has a large number of nodes, then
thus giving rise to a semanti ally ri h \answer
the user might get \lost in answer spa e". In su h
sear hing".
x (projects): 6 answers

1

User interfaces f

art y: 2

9

3

2

man y: 1

E-commerce and

art y: 2

man y: 1

4

Index structures

art y: 2

man y: 1

5

Multi-media dat

art y: 3

man y: 1

Modelling and R

art y: 4

man y: 1

m
o
r
e

ases, it might be bene ial to restri t the visualization to a view of the CAA. In ase of query
Q, one might wish to restri t, say, the CAA to
information asso iated with proje ts with at least
three XML related arti les. Also, slot hiding an
provide with a better overview. Note that slot
hiding orresponds to the proje tion operator of
relational databases. If slot hiding is applied, then
CAA links are inherited. Applying slot hiding to
the running example yields:
z (manager): 2 answers
1

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

2
D. Suciu

H.P. Seidel

art y: 9

art y: 3

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

....
....

y (article): 12 answers
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A further visualization te hnique based upon
CAA is lustered aggregation. Assuming that
nodes have further attributes, CAA nodes that
have identi al attribute values an be merged. In
ase of query Q, if proje ts have a \ ountry" attribute, if proje ts p1 , p3 , p4 are Fren h, proje ts
p2 and p6 are German, and if p5 is a US-proje t,
then applying lustered aggregation might yield:
x (project ); Attribut "country": 3 classes
1

2
French: 3

art y: 6

...

3
German: 2

man z: 2

...

art y: 2

man z: 2

...

CAA, the following phases onsisting in an inspe tion of this CAA or in the onstru tion of further,
more spe ialized CAAs. CAA inspe tion an onsist both in an automated sear h or in an intera tive browsing. In addition, to help analyzing
and/or browsing answers, su h a query answering
based upon CAA an help to rea t rapidly to user
query requests.
Cas ade style query-answering query answering is possible with any query language, indeed. The ontribution of CAAs lies in an intermediate data stru ture supporting this form
of query answering whi h an be eÆ iently omputed. Note that for many novel appli ations
su h as e- ommer e su h a as ade style queryanswering is needed [25℄.

US: 1

art y: 4

...

man z: 1

...

This presentation might be used to show whi h
ountries have proje ts of interest and how many.
General pi ture:
as ade style queryanswering: The possibilities for automated

sear h as well as intera tive browsing of answer
sets the CAAs o er suggests that, for many appli ations, query answering an be pro essed in
two or more su essive phases, the rst of whi h
resulting in the onstru tion and storing of the

Related Work

Tree Databases: For tree queries and tree

databases, a simpli ed form of CAA based on the
Tree Mat hing formalism [27℄ has already been introdu ed in [36, 35℄. The present paper signi antly extends over this early work.
Query formalisms for semi-stru tures data:

Several query models for XML and semistru tured
data have been designed and/or implemented and
used [50, 29, 8, 45, 21, 41, 42℄, f. [9, 15℄ for
surveys. These query models are more ambitious
than the model presented in this paper, however,
in ontrast to this paper they are not devoted to
aggregating answers. Thus, the ontribution of
this paper is widely orthogonal and omplementary.
Conjun tive queries: The queries onsidered
in this paper are a spe ial ase of onjun tive
queries over relational databases as investigated in
[12, 51, 22, 23℄. However, it must be stressed that
the distin tion between tree queries and DAG or
graph queries does not orrespond to the onventional distin tion between a y li and y li onjun tive queries in database theory.
The distin tion of database theory between
a y li and y li onjun tive queries refers to
the hypergraph of the query, whi h is an undire ted graph. In ontrast, the query atoms on-
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sidered in this paper are unary (labeling onstraints) or binary (edge onstraints). A binary
atom r(x; y) imposes a xed orientation x ! y
on fx; yg whi h re e ts the dire tion of edges in
the database. The onjun tions onsidered in this
paper are su h that the set of their binary atoms
indu es a sequen e, tree, DAG, or graph stru ture
on the query. Hen e, the NP-hardness result for
DAG-queries given in Se tion 6 is not in on i t
with general results on polynomial tra tability of
a y li onjun tive queries.
Dynami programming and onstraint reasoning: The algorithms des ribed in Se tion 6

are losely related to methods of dynami programming and to the ar - onsisten y te hniques
for onstraint networks, f. Appendix for details.
Index stru tures: Index stru tures as dis ussed
in [33, 7, 20, 38, 37℄ an be used to improve the
pra ti al eÆ ien y of the omputation of CAAs.
Details an be found in Appendix.
9

Con lusion

The paper motivated and introdu ed \ omplete
answer aggregates (CAAs)" as a model for aggregating the answers to a sequen e, tree, DAG, or
graph query in a semistru tured database. Algorithms for the omputation of CAAs for queries
of various stru tural kinds have been presented.
A hierar hy of evaluation problems the CAAs of
whi h an be omputed in polynomial time (with
respe t to ombined omplexity) has been given.
Cases have been hara terized where omputation
of CAAs is NP- omplete.
The query model presented in this paper has
been implemented for the spe ial ase of tree
queries and of tree databases. The implementation is being tested with large olle tions of omplex stru tured do uments. The prototype urrently available does not handle regular path expressions, but an ope with left-to-right order
onstraints between the hildren of a query node,
as needed in do ument management. The ne essary adaptation of the notion of a CAA as well as
the mathemati al and algorithmi ba kground is
given in [36, 35℄. For this expanded signature, the

time omplexity of the algorithm for omputing
the CAA is O(q  n  a  (n)). The additional
logarithmi fa tor omes from the fa t that order information is not being taken into a ount
and handled during query evaluation. An \answer browser" based on CAAs is urrently being
developed.
Future work will on entrate on extensions of
the on epts and algorithms of Se tion 6 to more
expressive query languages following e.g. [41, 42℄.
Improved index stru tures, as well as other optimization te hniques, will also be investigated in
more detail. A promising issue for further resear h is to adapt CAAs and their omputation
algorithms to queries with \ onstru t" parts. Furthermore, it would be worth investigating whether
standard query answeriung an be optimized using CAA as an internal, temporary data stru ture
used e.g. between the pro essing of the \sele t"
and \ onstru t" parts of a query so as to avoid
the generation of exponentially many \obje t assignments" [33℄.
log
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Appendix:

Algorithms and 10.2

algorithm

for

simple

tree

queries

Complexity

In this Appendix we add those parts of the full
paper that are ne essary to verify the laims of
the previous se tions. If not said otherwise we always refer to simple queries and simple evaluation
problems, respe tively.

10.1

The

The algorithm for simple sequen e
queries

We give a orre tness proof for the algorithm given
in Fig. 3, rst for queries without regular path expressions.
Corre tness. Obviously the output (Dom,)
of omp agg is an answer aggregate for the given
query sin e label and edge onstraints are he ked.
It is simple to see that the algorithm introdu es
an edge (y,x,dy,dx) only on e it is lear that
(x,dx) and (y,dy) remain un olored. It is also
simple to see that ea h un oloured pair (x,dx)
and ea h link (y,x,dy,dx) ontributes to an instantiation of the answer aggregate. It remains to
show that ea h answer to the query Q is an instantiation of (Dom,). Let x1 (root), x1 ; : : : ; xp (leaf)
be the sequen e of variables of q. Let  : xi 7! di
(1  i  p) be an answer. Sin e map is alled with
argument (xp,dp ) in omp agg it follows that for
ea h pair (xi,di ) (1  i  p) there is a all to
map. A simple indu tion, starting from root variable x1 , shows that ea h pair (x1 ,d1 ),: : :,(xp ,dp )
remains un oloured and for 1  i < p we have
links (xi ; xi+1 ; di ; di+1 ) in . Sin e lean only
removes red nodes it follows that  an be obtained as an instantiation of the output (Dom,)
of omp agg.

For tree queries (we rst onsider queries without
regular path expressions) we need the help of various supporting data stru tures, sin e the pro edure lean be omes more ompli ated. Dep Set
stores for every target andidate (x,dx) the set
of dependent target andidates, i.e. target andidates with a link to (x,dx) or from (x,dx). In
addition, we need ounters link ount for every
triple (x,dx,y) that store the number of links
onne ting target andidate (x,dx) with target
andidates in Dom(y). Nodes that are olored
red are in addition stored in a data stru ture
Del Sta k that guides in the pro edure lean the
removal of red target andidates from the answer
aggregate. The last new data stru ture is a variable Adaptors that stores all pairs of query nodes
(x,y), where x is a parent of y, and where x was
treated by the algorithm as node in a previously
treated path (not ontaining y).
The fun tion map is triggered by all query
leaves. For every query leaf map re ursively visits
all nodes in the orresponding query path up to
the root. Lines 24a-24h treat the ase that a query
node y was already treated by another path of the
query. In this ase, only those an estors of dx are
in luded in Valid that already o ur in Dom(y).
For the valid nodes approriate links are added to
 and the pair (y,x) is stored in Adaptors, but
no re ursive all to map is made.
Instead of simply adding a link to  like in the
sequen e ase, a fun tion add is alled in lines 24f,
30 and 37. This fun tion adds the link to  and
updates the supporting data stru tures Dep Set
and link ount.
The following algorithm is an adaption of the algorithm for sequen e queries. In order to keep
line numbering onsistent, lines that had to be
inserted for the tree ase are marked with alphabeti al numbering, e.g. line 24a.
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1
2
3
4
4a
4b
4
4d
5
6
7
9
8
10
11
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
24a
24b
24
24d
24e
24f
24g
24h
24i
24j
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41a

pro edure Aggregate omp agg(Q,db)
begin
Dom=empty DomainSet;
=empty EdgeSet;
Del Sta k=empty Sta k;
Dep Set=empty Dependen ySet;
link ount(x,dx,y)=0 for all x,y 2 Q and dx 2 db;
Adaptors=empty AdaptorSet;
for all leaves q l in Q do
for all nodes d in db do
map(Dom,,q l,d,Del Sta k,Dep Set,link ount,Adaptors);
he k adaptors(Adaptors,Dom,link ount,Del Sta k);
lean(Del Sta k,Dom,,Dep Set,link ount);
Agg=Aggregate(Dom,);
return Agg;
end;
pro edure boolean map(Dom,,x,dx,Del Sta k,Dep Set,link ount,Adaptors)
begin
add dx to Dom(x);
if dx satisfies labeling
onstraints of x then
begin
if x=root then return true
else
begin
y=parent(x);
An =an estors(dx,y,x);
map found=false;
if y was already treated then
begin
add (y,x) to Adaptors;
Valid=An \ non red(Dom(y));
for all nodes dy i 2 Valid do
add(,y,x,dy i,dx,Dep Set,link ount);
map found=not(empty(Valid));
end
else
begin
for all dy i 2 An do
if dy i 2
= Dom(y) then
if map(Dom,,y,dy i) then
begin
map found=true;
add(,y,x,dy i,dx,Dep Set,link ount);
end
else
begin
if not is red(Dom,y,dy i) then
begin
map found=true;
add(,y,x,dy i,dx,Dep Set,link ount);
end;
end;
if map found=false then
begin
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41b
41
41d
42
43
43a
44
45
46
46a
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

olor red(Dom,x,dx);
push(Del Sta k,(x,dx));
end;
return map found;
end;
end;
else
/*
labeling onstraints not satisfied
begin
olor red(Dom,x,dx);
push(Del Sta k,(x,dx));
return false;
end;
end;
pro edure void add(,y,x,dy,dx,Dep Set,link ount)
begin
add (y,x,dy,dx) to ;
add (x,dx) Dep Set(y,dy);
add (y,dy) Dep Set(x,dx);
link ount(y,dy,x)=link ount(y,dy,x)+1;
link ount(x,dx,y)=link ount(x,dx,y)+1;
end;

Due to the spe ial treatment of adaptor points
in lines 24a-24h it is possible that a slot x, where
(x,y) is an adaptor point, ontains target andidates having no link to a target andidate in
Dom(y). These target andidates are olored red
by the pro edure he k adaptors.
In the ase of tree queries, the pro edure
lean gets more ompli ated, sin e the removal
of a red target andidate (x,dx) an trigger removal of other target andidates that depend on
(x,dx) and be ame downwards isolated. The sets
Dep Set and the ounters link ount are used in
order to make these dependen ies expli it. If a
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

*/

target andidate (x,dx) is removed in lean we
test for ea h dependent target andidate if it still
has a further link to another target andidate in
Dom(x). In the negative ase the target andidate
is downwards isolated and an not ontribute to
an answer. It is olored red for later removal (lines
83,84). The algorithm for leaning the answer aggregate is a spe ial instan e of the se ond part
of the algorithm AC-4 given in [39℄ for pruning a
onstraint network. In our spe ial ase, we an
improve on the parameters for the time omplexity.

pro edure void he k adaptors (Adaptors,Dom,link ount,Del Sta k)
begin
for all (x,y) 2 Adaptors do
for all dx 2 Dom(x) do
if link ount(x,dx,y)=0 then
begin
push(Del Sta k,(x,dx));
olor red(Dom,x,dx);
end;
end;
pro edure void lean(Del Sta k,Dom,,Dep Set,link ount)
begin
while not empty(Del Sta k) do
begin
(q del,d del)=pop(Del Sta k);
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77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

for all (y,dy) 2 Dep Set(q del,d del) do
begin
remove (y,q del,dy,d del) from ;
link ount(y,dy,q del)=link ount(y,dy,q del)-1;
if not(is red(Dom,y,dy)) and link ount(y,dy,q del)=0 then
begin
olor red(Dom,y,dy);
push(Del Sta k,(y,dy));
end;
end;
remove d del from Dom(q del);
end;
end;

As in the sequen e ase, all
edges and non-red target andidates added to the
answer aggregate ontribute to a solution. Now
let  be an answer to the query and database,
let x; y be two query variables onne ted with an
edge onstraint y !f x, y ! x or y !+ x. We
show that  (x) ( (y)) appears as a non-red target
andidate in slot x (y) and (y; x;  (y);  (x)) is in
. In the sequen e ase, we already showed that
map is alled for the pairs (x;  (x)) and (y;  (y )).
Labeling onstraints are satis ed. Consider a all
to map with the pair (x;  (x)). If y was already
treated as part of another path of the query (lines
24a-24h), we an show by indu tion that  (y) is
ontained as a non-red target andidate in slot y.
Therefore a link is added (line 24f) and  (x) remains un olored, be ause map found is set to true.
If y was not treated before, the argumentation is
the same as in the sequen e ase. Now onsider
the pro edure he k adaptors. If the pair (y; x)
orresponds to a previously treated adaptor point,
we are in the ase dis ussed above, where y was
treated as path of another query path.  (y) is
not olored red here, sin e its link ount to target andidates in slot x is at least 1 (for the link
(y; x;  (y);  (x))). Now onsider lean. Neither
(x;  (x)) nor (y;  (y)) are olored red so far. By
indu tion we an infer that the link ount values
of (x;  (x)) and (y;  (y)) to other query nodes z
annot be 0 (for query nodes z onne ted with an
edge to x or y, respe tively). Therefore they are
not removed and  (x),  (y) and (y; x;  (y);  (x)
appear in the output answer aggregate.
Complexity. As in the sequen e ase we an
see that map is alled at most on e for ea h pair
Corre tness.

(x,dx).

The time omplexity of the new ase
(line 24a-24h) is of order O(a) for the interse tion and the loop, sin e there are maximally a
elements in An and for every element a lookup
in array Dom(y) is of onstant time. The other
ases remain essentially un hanged, yielding a total time omplexity of O(qna) for map. Pro edure
he k adaptors is of time omplexity O (q  n).
For the pro edure lean we follow the arguments given in [39℄ for AC-4: Sin e ea h link in
the answer aggregate in rements the sum of all
link ount values by two (in pro edure add), the
sum of all link ount values is of order O(q  n  a).
No link ount value an be ome negative, sin e
for every element of a Dep Set there is one de rementation in lean, as there has been one in rementation in add. Therefore the total number
of times the inner loop of lean is exe uted is
bounded by the total sum of link ount values.
This gives a time omplexity of O(q  n  a) for
lean.
10.2.1 Use of index stru tures

We brie y dis uss how index stru tures developed
for graph databases and stru tured do ument retrieval an be integrated in the above algorithms.
Lo al index stru tures Lo al index stru tures
implement a mapping from node properties (like
attribute values, labels, text ontainment) to sets
of nodes, or from nodes to sets of nodes onstituting e.g. the an estors or parents of the input node.
As an illustrating example we use index stru tures
su h as de ned in the Lore system ([33℄). Sim-
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ilar me hanisms appear in other semistru tured
databases or stru tured do ument retrieval systems. Lore uses three index stru tures that implement these mappings, namely the V-Index, TIndex and L-Index. The V-Index and T-Index are
used to retrieve leaves with a spe i ed ontent (in
the ase of the T-Index textual ontent), whereas
the L-Index maps nodes to parents with taking
edge labels into a ount. We an use the V-Index
and T-Index in line 6 of the algorithm and all
the fun tion map only for those database nodes
that meet the requirements imposed by the query
node q l. If y !f x 2 E or y ! x 2 E , we an
all in line 23 the L-Index that omputes the set
An eÆ iently and omits nodes that do not t with
query node y. A spe ial index for omputing the
an estors of a database node an be used in line
23 of the algorithm, if y !+ x 2 E .
Context index stru tures Context index

stru tures take into a ount a whole part of the
query (e.g. a path) instead of single nodes only.
We will des ribe two kinds of path index stru tures.
Exa t path index stru tures return a set of
paths mat hing a query path exa tly. Sophistiated path index stru tures have been developed
in the eld of semistru tured databases ([38, 20℄).
They return only those sets of nodes that are
rea hable via a given path starting from the root
of the database. The path expressions an even
ontain regular expressions over the labels to be
traversed. Path index stru tures an be used1 in
line 6 of the algorithm in order to return only
those query nodes that are rea hable via the a tual query path. This redu es the task of the rest
of the algorithm. For sequen e queries it is only
ne essary to enter the target andidates into the
appropriate slot of the answer aggregate.
Path lter stru tures ([37℄) are used on top of
lo al index stru tures like the V-Index of Lore.
The lo al index stru ture, e.g. the V-index, is assumed to en ode additional ontextual information as a bit string. These bit strings are ompared with the ontextual information imposed by
1

the a tual query path. This omparison an be efiently omputed and lters out nodes not onforming to the ontextual requirements imposed
by the query. Due to the eÆ ient en oding as bit
strings, the path lter stru ture is not exa t, i.e.
possibly not all irrelevant nodes are ltered out.
But orre tness is maintained sin e the query evaluation algorithm ensures that nodes not mat hing
the query nodes are not entered into the answer
aggregate. A path lter an be used in line 6 of
the algorithm in the same way as an exa t path
index.
10.3

Algorithm for queries with regular
path expressions

When adding regular path expressions to (sequen e or tree) queries, the orre tness proofs
given above are not a e ted. This follows easily
from the fa t that algorithmi modi ations only
on ern line 23 of the above algorithms.
In order to give omplexity results for queries
with regular path expressions we modify the definition of the size q of a query Q in the following
way: q is the number of variables plus the number
of labeling onstraints in Q plus the sum of the
notational lengths ri of all regular expressions i
in Q.
For a omplexity analysis of the enhan ed algorithms we imagine (for simpli ity) that the omputation is organized in two steps. In the rst
preparatory step, we ompute for ea h database
node dx and for ea h regular expression o urring in the query the set of -an estors of dx. Assuming that this prepro essing step is done, exeution of line 23 of the algorithm takes onstant
time. Hen e, ignoring the time for the preproessing step, the omplexity of the remaining algorithm is then O(q  n  a), as we have seen above.
In reality, the set of -an estors of a database node
is of ourse omputed only on demand.
Let us now determine the time- omplexity for
the prepro essing step. We pro eed in the following way. For ea h regular expression o urring
in Q, say, of notational length r, using standard
onstru tions (see, e.g., [49℄) we ompute in time

Sin e [38℄ does assume the existen e of a unique root node in the database, some simple adaptions are ne essary.
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O(r) a non-deterministi nite automaton A R for w.r.t. the size of (Q; XQ ; D).
the language L that represents the reverse language of L( ). This automaton may ontain Proof.
Obviously the problem is in NP: we

transitions. Using well-known te hniques from automata theory ( f., e.g. [49℄, Chapter 4, Proposition 4.4.8) a non-deterministi automaton A R for
the same language L without -transitions an be
omputed in time O(r2 ). The overall omplexity
for the omputation of the -free non-deterministi
automata A R for all regular expressions o urring in the query Q an be estimated by O(q2 ).
Given a database node d, let Ad denote the
automaton where the set of states Qd is given by
the set of an estors of d in luding d, where d is the
start state (we do not x nal states), and where
the transitions are obtained by reverting ea h edge
between two nodes of Qd . Re all that the size
(number of nodes and edges) of Ad is bounded
by the parameter a. Again using algorithms for
rea hability, Ad an be omputed in time O(a).
Consider one of the regular expressions o urring in Q, say, of notational length r. Let A denote the produ t automaton of A R with Ad . The
set of -an estors of d is obtained by taking all the
se ond omponents e of states (f; e) of A that an
be rea hed from the start state and where f is a
nal state of A R . Sin e the size of A is of order
O(a  r2 ) this rea hability problem an be solved in
time O(a  r2 ) ( f., e.g., [34℄ Se . IV.4). For xed
node d all the sets of -an estors for arbitrary regular expressions in the query an be omputed in
time O(a  q2 ). The total time needed for arbitrary
database nodes, whi h yields the time needed for
the prepro essing step, is O(a  q2  n).
Sin e the time for the prepro essing step dominates the time needed for the se ond phase, the
total time- omplexity for omputing the CAA is
of order O(a  q2  n).

may guess a variable assignment that maps the set
of variables of Q to the set of nodes of D and then
he k in polynomial-time if the mapping satis es
all formulae of Q. In order to prove NP-hardness
we show that solvability of 1-in-3 problems over
positive literals2 an be en oded as DAG-tree evaluation problems using a polynomial translation.
Sin e the problem of solvability of 1-in-3 problems
over positive literals is NP- omplete ( f. [19℄) NPhardness follows.
Example. Before we treat the general ase we
illustrate the en oding te hnique with an example. Consider the problem with the lauses C :=
fp; q; rg, D := fp; q; sg, and E := fq; r; sg. There
is exa tly one solution  , mapping q to 1 (true)
and p; r; s to 0 (false). The DAG query Q (tree
database D) assigned to fC; D; E g is depi ted on
the left-hand (right-hand) side of Fig. 3. We use
expressions x !n y (n  1) as a short-hand for
9x1    xn 1 : x ! x1 !1    ! xn 1 ! y.
Let  denote any solution of this problem. Beause of the labeling onstraint C ( ) query variable is mapped to a node in fpC ; qC ; rC g under . If is mapped to pC (resp. qC or rC ) we
read this as \literal p (resp. q or r) is sele ted
from C ". Variable d must be mapped to a node in
fpD ; qD ; sD g, and variable e must be mapped to a
node in fqE ; rE ; sE g. This shows that  de nes a
sele tion fun tion  that maps ea h of the lauses
C; D; E to one of its literals. It remains to see that
 de nes a truth value assignment on the ommon
set of literals fp; q; r; sg.
Consider query variables p and pd , orresponding to the two o urren es of p in C and
D respe tively. Sin e under  these two variables
must be mapped to database nodes with a ommon des endant with label F (the image of yp)
10.4
NP- omplete lasses of evaluation
they have to be mapped to nodes of the same subproblems
bran h of the subtree with root 1 of D. Similarly
Lemma 10.1 The problem if a D-T evaluation all variables labeled with Q (or R, S respe tively)
problem (Q; XQ ; D) has solution is NP- omplete have to be mapped to nodes of the same subbran h

A 1-in-3 problems over positive literals is given by a nite set of lauses 1
n , ea h ontaining exa tly three
positive literals. A solution is a truth value assignment, de ned on the joint set of literals, that evaluates exa tly one
literal of ea h lause to 1 (true).
2

C ;:::;C
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I •0
C • pC
C • qC
C • rCC
•s
D • pD
D • qD
• rD
D • sD
• pE
E • qE
E • rE
E • sE

I•x
+

+

C •c
13
13

P• pc P• p

d

+

+

•y
F p

13

+

D •d E • e
9
9

9

5
5
5

Q e
Q• qcQ•qd • q R• rc R• re S• sd S• se
+

+

+

•y
F q

+

+

• yr
F

+

+

• ys
F
•2

•3

•
Q• q0,p
1
q
Q•
•
Q • q0,r
Q • q0,s
F • fq,1 F• fq,0

0,p
•
R• r0,q
•
R• r
1
•
r
•
R
0,s
R• r
F• fr,1 F• fr,0

•1
P • p1

F • fp,1

•
P • p0,q
P • p0,r
P • p0,s
F • fp,0

•4
•
•
•
1
S•s
F• fs,1

S • s0,q
S • s 0,r
S• s

0,p

F • fs,0

Figure 3: En oding 1-in-3 problems as D-T evaluation problems
of the subtree with root 2 (or 3, 4 respe tively) under .
Assume now that ( ) = pC (read: \we sele t
literal p from lause C "). This implies that (p )
is a des endant of pC with label P in distan e 13,
whi h implies (p ) = p1 (the exponent 1 of p1 is
meant to indi ate that p is a sele ted literal.) The
above remarks show that also (pd ) = p1 . The
distan e between p1 and (d) has to be 9, hen e
(d) = pD , whi h means that  sele ts literal p
in lause D, too. In the same way it follows that
whenever  sele ts a literal in one lause, it sele ts
the same literal in all other lauses where the literal appears. This shows that  in fa t de nes a
solution of fC; D; E g.
Now let  be a solution of fC; D; E g (in our
example, there is just one solution whi h sele ts
q in ea h lause). In order to nd a solution 
of (Q; D) we map ea h of the variables ; d; e to
the node that represents the literal sele ted under
 in C , D, E respe tively. If literal p (q, et .)
evaluates to 1 under  , we map all variables with

label P (Q, et .) to node p1 (q1 , et .). In the
other ase, if literal p is not sele ted, then we map
variable p to p0;x (index 0 indi ates that p is not
sele ted) where x denotes the unique literal of C
sele ted under  , and we map variable pd to p0;y
where y denotes the unique literal of D sele ted
under  . In the same way, mutatis mutandis, we
map all other query variables of the form vz where
v is a literal not sele ted under  . It is easy to see
that all distan e requirements and labeling onstraints are satis ed under this mapping, whi h
means that we re eive a solution of the evaluation
problem.
In the on rete example, the mapping that we
obtain from the unique solution is represented in
the CAA depi ted in Fig. 4 (simpli ed visual presentation).
General en oding. Assume we are given a 1in-3 problem over positive literals p1 ; : : : ; pm with
lauses C1 ; : : : ; Cn . The database D asso iated
with this problem ontains the following nodes.
1. a node 0 with label I representing the root
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x •0

c • qC
13

pc • p0,q

pd • 0,q
p

yp • fp,0

13
13

qc • q1

qd • q1

d • qD
9

9

9

qe • q1

yq • fq,1

e • qE
5
5

rc • r0,q

5

re • 0,q
r

sd • s0,q

yr • fr,0

se • s0,q

ys • fs,0

Figure 4: CAA (simpli ed visual presentation) for the D-T evaluation problem of Fig. 3
of D,

•k

2. a node named pi Cj for 1  i  m and
1  j  n. Node pi Cj has label Ci i
pi 2 Cj ,
3. nodes 1; : : : ; m,
4. nodes p1i for 1  i  m, and nodes p0i ;pk for
1  i 6= k  m. Ea h node p1i or p0i ;pk has
label Pi ,

•
... ...
... ...
•
Pk• p1k

F • fpk,1

Pk• p0,p
k1
... ...
... ...
Pk • p0,p
k k-1
•
Pk• p0,p
k k+1
...
...
Pk• p0,p
km
F • fpk,0

5. for ea h literal pi, i additional unlabeled The query Q asso iated with C ; : : : ; C has root
1
n
nodes (the names are irrelevant),
variable x labeled I . For ea h lause Cj , the root
pi
6. nodes fpi;1 and fpi ;0 with label F , for all has one hild j . For ea h o urren e of a literal
j with
in
a
lause
C
the
query
has
a
variable
p
j
i
1  i  m.
label Pi , the single parent of pi j is variable j .
There are no additional labels. Root 0 has p1 C1 as For ea h i, 1  i  m, all variables of the form pi 
single hild. Starting from the latter node, there have a ommon hild ypi labeled F . This de nes
the set of variables, the set of label onstraints and
is a linear sequen e
the general DAG stru ture. The edge onstraints
C
C
C
C
n
n
1
1
are
the following:
p1 ; : : : ; p1 ; : : : ; pm ; : : : ; pm
where ea h su essor represents the unique hild
of its prede essor. The last node of this sequen e,
pm Cn , has nodes 1; : : : ; m as its hildren. Ea h
hild k is the root of a subtree of the following
form (the unlabeled nodes below k are the k additional nodes mentioned above):
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1. onstraints x !+

j

for 1  j  n,

2. a onstraint pi j !+ ypi for ea h variable
of the form pi j ,
3. a onstraint j !m(n j +1)+1 pi j for ea h
literal pi o urring in Cj .

It is easy to see that (Q; D) has size O(nm+mm) ( j ) has this form). Be ause of the onstraint
and the en oding is polynomial. It remains to j !m(n j +1)+1 pi j it follows that (pi j ) = p11 .
show that (Q; D) has a solution if C1 ; : : : ; Cn has
Now assume that pi also o urs in lause Cj .
a solution.
The form of Q enfor es that the images of pi j
First assume that C1 ; : : : ; Cn has a solution  . and pi j have a ommon des endant. Hen e we
Consider the following mapping  from the set of have also (pi j ) = p11 . Be ause of the onvariables of Q to the set of nodes of D:
straint j !m(n j +1)+1 pi j it follows easily that
( j ) = pi Cj . We have seen that  de nes a truth
1. x is mapped to 0,
value assignment on fp1 ; : : : ; pm g that sele ts ex2. ea h variable i is mapped to the node pi Cj a tly one literal from ea h lause. Hen e  solves
where pi is the unique literal of Cj whi h fC1 ; : : : ; Cn g.
evaluates to 1 under  ,
3. ea h variable pi j is mapped to p1i i  (pi ) = Corollary 10.2 The problem if a D-D (resp. D1 and to p0i ;pk if i 6= k and pk 2 Cj evaluates G, G-G) evaluation problem has a solution is NPto true under  otherwise,
omplete.
4. ea h variable ypi is mapped to fpi ;1 i
 (pi ) = 1 and to fpi ;0 if  (pi ) = 0.
Clearly the problem is in NP sin e
we
may
guess
a variable assignment and he k
It is trivial to see that all labeling onstraints of
Q are satis ed under . Constraints x !+ i are in polynomial-time it the mapping is a solution. NP-hardness is an obvious onsequen e of
obviously satis ed.
Consider a onstraint pi j !+ ypi . If  (pi ) = Lemma 10.1.
1, then (pi j ) = p1i , (ypi ) = fpi;1 and the onstraint pi j !+ ypi is satis ed ( f. above gure). If  (pi ) = 0, then (pi j ) has the form Corollary 10.3 The problem if a T-T evaluation
p0j ;pk for some k, (ypi ) = fpi;0 and the onstraint problem with value omparison has a solution is
NP- omplete.
pi j !+ ypi is satis ed, too.
j
Consider a onstraint j !m(n j +1)+1 pi .
Re onsider the DAG-query and the
First assume that pi 2 Cj is the unique literal in
Cj that evaluates to 1 under  . In this situation, tree database depi ted in Fig. 3. In the proof of
( j ) = pi Cj and (pi j ) = p1i . It is easy to he k Lemma 10.1, the DAG-stru ture of the query was
that in fa t p1i is a des endant of pi Cj in distan e just used to guarantee that the two query nodes
m(n j + 1) + 1. Se ond assume that for k 6= i with label P (resp. R, S ) are mapped to the same
literal pk is the unique literal of Cj whi h evalu- bran h of the subtree of the database starting at
ates to 1 under  . In this ase ( j ) = pk Cj and node 1 (resp. 3, 4), and the three query nodes
(pi j ) = p0i ;pk . Again it is easy to he k that p0i ;pk with label Q are mapped to the same bran h of
is a des endant of pk Cj in distan e m(n j +1)+1. the subtree of the database starting at node 2.
To sum up, we have seen that  de nes a so- This observation, then, was used to show that the
sele tion of an atom from ea h lause that omes
lution of (Q; D).
2. Assume that (Q; D) has a solution . We with ea h solution de nes a truth value assignrst de ne a sele tion fun tion  that assigns to ment (atoms do not re eive ontradi tory values).
When we allow for value omparisons in
ea h lause one of its literals. We then show
that any literal that is sele ted in one lause is queries, the same e e t an be a hieved without
also sele ted in any other lause where it ap- introdu ing ommon des endants for query nodes.
pears. Let  (Cj ) be the unique literal pi where Assuming that all database leaves f;1 (resp. f;0 )
( j ) = pi Cj (sin e  respe ts labeling onstraints have value 1 (resp. 0) we may use the tree query
0

0

0

0

0

Proof.

Proof.
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0

0

0

to an element (x) 2
(x) su h that all formulae of
be ome true in D under assignment
. A onstraint satisfa tion problem ( ;
)
is onsistent if it has at least one solution.
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+

C •c
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+

•c
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•d
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+
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9
9

9
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5
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5

De nition 11.2 A onstraint satisfa tion problem (Y; Dom; BC) is ar - onsistent if for ea h
r(x; y) 2 BC the following onditions hold:

Q e
Q• qcQ•qd • q R• rc R• re S• sd S• se
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
•e
•
•d •e
•c qd q1
• c •r e
s
q1

r1

1

1

s1

1. for ea h d 2
(x) there exists e 2
(y) su h that r(d; e) holds in D, and

1

Dom

with value omparisons V (p1 ) = V (pd1 ), V (q1 ) =
V (q1d ) = V (q1e ), V (r1 ) = V (r1e ), and V (sd1 ) =
V (se1 ). The value omparisons obviously guarantee that ea h solution of the evaluation problem
de nes a truth value assignment. An obvious generalization of this argument to the general en oding te hnique for 1-in-3 problems over positive literals given above shows that these problems an
be en oded as T-T evaluation problems with value
omparison using a polynomial translation. This
shows that solvability of T-T evaluation problems
with value omparisons is NP-hard. Clearly the
problem is in NP.

Dom

2. for ea h e 2
(y) there exists d 2
(x) su h that r(d; e) holds in D.
Dom

Dom

It is well-known that in general ar - onsisten y
does not imply onsisten y. A onstraint sat0 ; ) is a re nement
isfa tion problem (Y;
0 (x) 
of (Y;
; ) if
(x) for all
x 2 Y . For ea h onstraint satisfa tion problem (Y;
; ) there exists a unique re ne0 ; ) that is ar - onsistent and
ment (Y;
maximal in the sense that every other ar onsistent re nement of (Y;
; ) is a re0 ; ). This problem will
nement of (Y;
be alled the maximal ar - onsistent re nement
of (Y;
; ). There exist various \ar onsisten y algorithms" that ompute the maximal ar - onsistent re nement of a given onstraint
satisfa tion problem (Y;
; ) ([39, 31℄). The
algorithm in [39℄ needs time O(en2 ) where e is the
number of onstraints in BC and n is the maximal
ardinality of a domain
(x).
Dom

Dom BC

CAAs and Constraint Networks

In this se tion we investigate the lose relationship between query evaluation problems and onstraint satisfa tion problems as dis ussed, e.g., in
[30, 40, 31, 39℄. We rst have to re all some basi
de nitions.
De nition 11.1 Let D be a relational stru ture
with nite domain D. A binary onstraint has the
form r(x; y) where x and y are distin t variables
and r is a relation symbol with a xed interpretation in D. A onstraint satisfa tion problem (over
D) is a tuple (Y; ; ) where Y is a nite
set of variables,
is a fun tion that assigns to
ea h x 2 Y a nite subset
(x) of D, and
is a set of binary onstraints with variables in Y .
A onstraint satisfa tion problem (Y;
; ) is
non-trivial if
(x) 6= ; for all x 2 Y . A solution
of a onstraint satisfa tion problem (Y;
; )
is an assignment  that maps ea h variable x 2 Y
Dom BC

Dom

Dom

BC

Dom BC

Dom

Dom BC

Dom

Dom BC
Dom

BC

Dom BC

Dom
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11.1

Using ar - onsisten y algorithms
for

omputing

omplete

answer

aggregates

We now give a straightforward translation of evaluation problems into onstraint satisfa tion problems. Subsequently we hara terize the ases
where ar - onsisten y algorithms an be used for
omputing omplete answer aggregates. In the sequel, for a database D and a node label A, let DA
denote the set of all nodes of D with label A.
De nition 11.3 To ea h evaluation problem
(Q; XQ ; D) we assign the onstraint satisfa tion
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problem (XQ ;
; ) where
ontains all binary onstraints of Q (interpreted in D) and where
(x) is the interse tion of the sets DA where
Q has a labeling onstraint A(x) if there is any
su h onstraint, and where
(x) := D otherwise. The maximal ar - onsistent re nement of
(X;
; ) is alled the maximal ar - onsistent
problem de ned by (Q; XQ ; D).
Dom BC

BC

Dom

be the maximal ar - onsistent problem de ned by
(Q; XQ ; D). Then the realization (Dom; ) of
(XQ ; Dom; BC) is the omplete answer aggregate
for (Q; XQ ; D).

Dom

Dom BC

Lemma 11.4 Let (XQ ; Dom; BC) be the maximal ar - onsistent problem de ned by (Q; XQ ; D).
Ea h solution of (XQ ; Dom; BC) is a solution of
(Q; XQ ; D) and vi e versa.
Proof (Sket h). Ar - onsisten y algorithms
only remove a node d from the domain of a variable x if x is not mapped to d under any solution.
It easily follows that ea h answer to Q in D is a
solution of (XQ ;
; ). Sin e ea h solution
of (XQ ;
; ) satis es all labeling onstraints
and all edge onstraints of Q it always represents
an answer to Q in D.
In order to hara terize situations where ar onsisten y algorithms an be used to ompute the
omplete answer aggregate we need a translation
of ar - onsistent onstraint problems into answer
aggregates.
De nition 11.5 Let (Y;
; ) be an ar onsistent onstraint satisfa tion problem over the
database D. The realization of (Y;
; ) is
the answer aggregate (
; ) where the mapping  assigns to ea h binary onstraint r(x; y) 2
the set of links f(d; e) 2
(x) 
(y) j
r(d; e) holds in Dg.
The following lemma is straightforward.
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Lemma 11.6 In the situation of De nition 11.5, let (Dom; ) denote the realization of
(Y; Dom; BC). Ea h instantiation of (Dom; ) is
a solution of (Y; Dom; BC) and vi e versa.

We an now show that for evaluation problems
with tree queries ar - onsisten y algorithms in
fa t yield the omplete answer aggregate.
Lemma 11.7 Let (Q; XQ ; D) be an evaluation
problem with a tree query Q. Let (XQ ;
; )
Dom BC

Obviously (
; ) is an answer aggregate for (Q; XQ ; D). Lemma 11.4 and 11.6
show that ea h answer to Q is an instantiation of
(
; ) and vi e versa. Hen e it remains to show
that (
; ) does not have a redundant node or
a redundant link. We rst show that (
; )
does not have a redundant link. Assume there exists a link between o urren es of nodes dx and
dy in
(x) and
(y) respe tively. We may
assume that y is a hild of x in the tree asso iated with query Q. If r(x; y) denotes the unique
binary relation between x and y in Q, the relation
r(dx ; dy ) holds in D. If x is not the root of Q and if
x1 denotes the parent of x, then ar - onsisten y of
(XQ ;
; ) guarantees that
(x1 ) ontains
0
a node instan e dx1 su h that r (dx1 ; dx ) holds in
D, where r0(x1 ; x) denotes the unique binary relation between x1 and x in Q. Pro eeding in this
way we su essively obtain an instantiation value
for all an estors of x in Q. The given partial instantiation of the answer aggregate an be ompleted in top-down manner to a full instantiation
of (
; ): given a node u with instantiation
du and a hild v that does not have an instantiation value yet, ar onsisten y guarantees that
there exists an o urren e dv 2
(v) in
(v)
su h that du and dv satisfy the unique binary onstraint imposed on u and v in Q. Obviously, the
given link parti ipates to the given instantiation.
We have seen that (
; ) does not have a redundant link. The proof that (
; ) does not
have a redundant node is a trivial variant.
Proof.
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Let us remark that the proof shows that
Lemma 11.7 is losely related to general results
on ba ktra k-free sear h in \tree-stru tured onstraint graphs" des ribed in [18℄. The following
example shows that the result of Lemma 11.7
annot be generalized to more general lasses of
queries.
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Figure 5: Ar - onsistent onstraint network with redundant nodes
Example 11.8 The realization of the maximal

ar - onsistent problem de ned by a D-S evaluation problem an have redundant nodes. Given
the query and database in Fig. 5, sin e x has to
be mapped to a node with label A, only nodes 1
and 3 are possible images for x. Then, as a onsequen e of ar - onsisten y, only nodes 2 and 4
(resp. 3 and 5) are possible images for y2 (resp.
z ). By ar - onsisten y, values 1 and 5 an be exluded for y1 . The subproblem rea hed now is ar onsistent. Its realization ontains the redundant
node 3 in the domain of y1 . In other examples,
links of the realization may be redundant even if
all nodes are non-redundant.
We summarize the previous results. Lines S
and T follow from Lemma 11.7. Entry D-S follows
from Example 11.8. All other entries are onsequen es.
Database
S T D G
S yes yes yes yes
Query T yes yes yes yes
D no no no no
G - no

Remark 11.9 Even in the situation where the

maximal ar - onsistent onstraint satisfa tion
problems de ned by an evaluation problem may
have redundant nodes, there are ases where ar onsisten y algorithms an be used in an indire t
way for omputing omplete answer aggregates.
Let C be a lass of onstraint satisfa tion problems

losed under re nement su h that ar - onsisten y
plus non-triviality implies onsisten y, for all
problems (Y;
; BC ) 2 C . Let E denote a lass
of query evaluation problems where the translation of an evaluation problem always yields a onstraint satisfa tion problem in C . Given an ar onsisten y algorithm we an rst ompute the
maximal ar - onsistent problem (XQ ;
; )
de ned by (Q; XQ ; D). We may then he k if the
realization (
; ) ontains redundant nodes in
the following way: for ea h x 2 XQ and ea h
node d 2
(x) we onsider the re ned prob0 ; ) where
0 (x) := fdg and
lem (XQ ;
0 (y) :=
(y) for y 6= x. We use the given
ar - onsisten y algorithm to ompute the maxi00 ; ) of
mal ar - onsistent re nement (XQ ;
0 ; ). Obviously, if (XQ ;
00 ; ) is
(XQ ;
trivial, then node d annot ontribute to a solu0 ; ), whi h means that node d
tion of (XQ ;
is redundant in (
; ). Conversely, sin e ar 00 ; )
onsisten y and non-triviality of (XQ ;
guarantee onsisten y, there exists a solution of
0 ; ) that assigns d to x, whi h shows
(XQ ;
that d is non-redundant in (
; ). In this way
we may he k for ea h d 2
(x) redundan y.
Redundant nodes are eliminated (note that this
does not lead to new redundant nodes). The proess is iterated until we rea h an ar - onsistent
subproblem (XQ ;
) without redundant
1;
nodes. We may now he k for ea h link of its realization (
1 ; 1 ) if it ontributes to a solution.
Here we again use the ar - onsisten y algorithm,
Dom
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restri ting now the domains of two variables to
singleton sets.
Let (
1 ; 2 ) be the variant of (
1 ; 1 )
where we erase redundant links. Now (
1 ; 2 )
is the omplete answer aggregate for (Q; XQ D).
Assuming that we have an ar - onsisten y algorithm running in time O(e  n2 ) (with e being
the number of edges in the query Q) the total
time omplexity of the above algorithm is bounded
by the number of edges of (XQ ;
; ) times
O(e  n2 ). This leads to bound O(q  e  n3  a).
Summing up, we have seen that an ar onsisten y algorithm an be used for omputing
omplete answer aggregates in time O(q  e  n3  a),
provided that for the onstraint satisfa tion problems obtained via translation ar - onsisten y and
non-triviality implies onsisten y. We shall now
dis uss for whi h evaluation problems this strategy an be used.
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11.2

When

does

ar - onsisten y

non-triviality imply

and

onsisten y?

Let (Q; XQ ; D) be an evaluation problem, let
(XQ ;
; ) be the maximal ar - onsistent
problem de ned by (Q; XQ ; D). We ask for
whi h type of evaluation problems non-triviality
of (XQ ;
; ) guarantees that Q has at least
one answer in D. First we treat the ase of sequen e databases.
Dom BC

Dom BC

Clearly triviality of (Y;
; ) implies in onsisten y. Assume now that
(y) 6= ;
for all x 2 Y . For ea h x 2 Y , let dx denote
the minimal element of
(x) with respe t to
the transitive losure < of E . We show that
 : x 7! dx de nes a solution of (Y;
; ).
Let R(x; y) be any binary onstraint in .
Sin e (Y;
; ) is ar - onsistent, there exists
0
some dy 2 Dy su h that R(dx ; d0y ). Sin e R is
dire ted we have dx < d0y . Similarly there exists
d0x 2 Dx su h that d0x < dy and R(d0x ; dy ). By
hoi e of dx and dy we have dx  d0x as well as
dy  d0y . Sin e R is tolerant we have R(dx ; dy ).
We have seen that  satis es all relations in .
Hen e  is a solution of (Y;
; ).
Proof.
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Corollary 11.12 There exists an algorithm that
omputes the omplete answer aggregate for evaluation problems over sequen e databases in time
O(q  e  n3  a) (with e being the number of edges
in Q).

This follows from Remark 11.9 and
Lemma 11.11 sin e hildren relationship !1 , des endant relationship !+, labeled hildren relationship !f are tolerant.
Proof.

>From Lemma 6.1 and Remark 11.9 it follows
already that the result of Lemma 11.11 annot be
De nition 11.10 A relation R on a sequen e extended to the ase of tree databases. We add
database D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; L ; E ) is dire ted expli it ounterexamples.
i for all R(d; e) the pair (d; e) is in the transitive
losure < of E . A dire ted relation R is tolerant Example 11.13 The maximal ar - onsistent
i for all d  d0 < e0  e su h that R(d; e) and onstraint problem de ned by a D-T evaluation
problem an be non-trivial but in onsistent. For
R(d0 ; e0 ) we have R(d; e0 ).
the query and database in Fig. 6, label onstraints
Note that hildren relationship !1 , des endant re- show that only nodes 2 and 3 are possible images
lationship !+ , as well as labeled hildren relation- for y1 . By ar - onsisten y, only nodes 1 and 2
are possible images for variable x. The only node
ship !f are tolerant.
with label C in depth 5 below 2 (resp. 3) is 7
Lemma 11.11 Let D = (N; E; LN ; LE ; L ; E ) (resp. 8). Ea h of the nodes 7 and 8 has exa tly
be a sequen e database. Assume that the on- one an estor with label B .
straint satisfa tion problem (Y;
; ) over D
The realization of the resulting ar - onsistent
is ar - onsistent. Assume that all binary relations problem on the right-hand side in Fig. 6 shows
o urring in
are tolerant. Then (Y;
; ) that there is no solution.
Dom BC

BC

is onsistent i it is non-trivial.

Dom BC
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Figure 6: Ar - onsistent onstraint network having no solution
The following table summarizes the results. Entries in the rst olumn follow from
Lemma 11.11. Entry D-T follows from Example 11.13. The remaining entries in olumns D
and G are onsequen es. Entry T-G follows from
Lemma 11.7. The remaining entries in lines S and
T are onsequen es.
Database
S T D G
S yes yes yes yes
Query T yes yes yes yes
D yes no no no
G - no
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